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Directions: Read the story Olympic Insects. Complete this interactive notebook activity. First, cut 
out the shape. Next, cut straight across the dashed lines and stop at the solid line. Then glue the 
middle strip to your notebook. Answer each question and write the answer under each flap. 

OLYMPIC  INSECTS  (level L)
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Can you think 
of another 
book that is 

similar to this 
one? If so, how 
are the books 

similar? 

What did the 
author do to 

make this topic 
interesting?

Were there any 
important facts 
about Olympic 

insects you think 
the author 
should have 

included? Explain.

Write two 
questions that 

can be 
answered using 
the text. Then 

write the 
answers to your 

questions.

Thinking WITHIN the Text

Thinking about the Text

Thinking beyond the Text

Thinking about the Text

Summarizing Making Connections

Analyzing Critiquing
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Re-read a specific page in the text. Think about the MAIN IDEA of the page and what details support it. 
Write the main idea under the first flap and the supporting details under the second flap.

Re-read a specific page in the text. Think about the MAIN IDEA of the page and what details support it. 
Write the main idea under the first flap and the supporting details under the second flap.

Let’s be text detectives!

Let’s be text detectives!

What is the 
main idea?

What is the 
main idea?

What are 
the 

supporting 
details?

What are 
the 

supporting 
details?



Name:                                         

Quiz for: Olympic Insects

1. How many kinds of insects are there?

over a hundred

over a million

over a thousand

over a billion

2. How long can a stick insect grow?

one foot

two rulers

three shoes

four trees

3. Termite queens can live for more than _______ years.

six

ten

twenty

sixty

4. Which insect is the smelliest?

cicada

bombardier beetle

tiger beetle

orchid mantis

5. What happens when people are stung by a bullet ant?

They begin to sing.

It hurts the same as a bee.

They can lift up to thirty times their weight.

They shake and sweat, and their hearts beat faster.

6. What are the Olympics?

a small hill or pile of soil or stones

flat pieces of metal that are given as awards

pretty stones that people wear

an event with competition in many sports held every two years

Olympic Insects (F&P: L / Lexile: 490L)
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